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Among the many noted lighting brands available, Italian company FLOS has remained at the top of
the list for many years now. For long, the manufacturer has churned out exquisite lighting fixtures
that are elegant and expensive. Products from this renowned company arenâ€™t for budgeted folk
either as most are pricey or are pretty exclusive. Now, FLOS has introduced a new line of lighting
options whose designs are different from the rest.

Flos -  Eco Friendly Consumer Items

The products are being marketed for the first time ever in North America. In keeping with the
demand for eco friendly consumer items, the Italian company appears to have catered to these
requests by incorporating designs that use less energy. The contemporary products are a feast for
the eyes with their muted colors and geometric shapes. The brand has ensured that you get value
for money with the new range of products and weâ€™re sure youâ€™ll agree as read more about them.

Flos -  The Different Lighting Fixtures

Among the several that were launched, two stand out for their multifamily use. Called the Compass
Box and the Kap, the fixtures guarantee ample illumination while retaining style. Compass Box is
great for use in areas that require plenty of light. Each fixture can hold one, two or four spotlights.
Each spotlight is adjustable by up to 20 degrees. You can place them above a dining table or an
area that needs concentrated lighting. Theyâ€™re also perfect as overhead reading lamps during study
sessions.

The low voltage halogen box consumes less power to feed the bulbs ensuring that your electricity
bill is kept to a minimum. The sober fixtures come in shades of teak, grey, wenge and maple wood
to suit almost any interior color scheme. As a result, theyâ€™re also perfect for those corporate
boardrooms.

Flos -  The Recessed Lighting

Kap is the other offering FLOS that minimalistic as well as modern. The recessed lighting fixtures
are designed in a style not seen before and wonderfully deviate from the standard design. Made
from extruded aluminum, the LED has an interior reflector crafted out of painted polycarbonate and
a diffuser lens that made of opal polycarbonate. The fixtures emit uniform diffused lighting thatâ€™s
ideal for homes and commercial establishments. Additionally, Kap also makes use of halogen light
that consumes less energy.
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Martin - About Author:
For get more information about a Flos, Please visits our website.
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